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ABSTRACT: Cell types, both healthy and diseased, can
be classified by inventories of their cell-surface markers.
Programmable analysis of multiple markers would enable
clinicians to develop a comprehensive disease profile,
leading to more accurate diagnosis and intervention. As a
first step to accomplish this, we have designed a DNA-
based device, called “Nano-Claw”. Combining the special
structure-switching properties of DNA aptamers with
toehold-mediated strand displacement reactions, this
claw is capable of performing autonomous logic-based
analysis of multiple cancer cell-surface markers and, in
response, producing a diagnostic signal and/or targeted
photodynamic therapy. We anticipate that this design can
be widely applied in facilitating basic biomedical research,
accurate disease diagnosis, and effective therapy.

At the boundaries of eukaryotic cells, different cell-surface
receptors, together with other proteins, lipids, and

carbohydrates, function in cascade and participate in the
communication between the cell and the outside world.
However, in cancer cells, alterations in the expression level
and/or function of the cell membrane receptors can lead to
systemic dysfunction, such as aberrant cellular metabolism,
signaling and proliferation.1,2 In recent decades, advances in
biomedicine have expanded our knowledge of the molecular
signatures of diseases. By profiling the high or low expression
levels of multiple membrane markers, medical practitioners will
more precisely target diseased cells and provide more accurate
disease therapy.
Most identified cell-surface markers are not exclusively

expressed on the target population of diseased cells. A marker
overexpressed in cancer cells is often also expressed at a lower
level in some normal cells. In diseases such as leukemia, both
healthy and diseased subpopulations of white blood cells display
surface markers that are indistinguishable by the current single-
receptor antibody therapy, potentially leading to serious
complications and even death by the indiscriminate invasion of
the host defense system.3 In comparison, a more practical and
less risk-prone approach would simultaneously assess multiple
surface receptors to pinpoint specific disease cells and enhance
diagnostic accuracy in differentiating similar cells.4,5

Some AND-gate-based bireceptor-targeting methods have
been recently demonstrated, including the utilization of a
proximity-based ligation probe,6 bispecific antibodies,7 chimeric
costimulatory antigen receptors,8 and a logic-gated DNA origami
robot.9 However, considering the large population of similar cells
in biological systems, a reliable approach capable of examining
more complex cellular configurations is still needed.
DNA has been widely used to construct devices performing

intelligent tasks, such as sensing10 and computation.9,11−17

Among these, aptamers are DNA/RNA strands that are able to
selectively recognize a wide range of targets, from small organic/
inorganic molecules to proteins.18−21 Recently, a panel of
aptamers has been selected for cell membrane proteins using a
process called cell-SELEX.22 These aptamers demonstrate the
ability to identify different expression patterns of the membrane
receptors in a variety of cell types.18 Our goal is to use aptamers as
building blocks for a molecularly assembled logic robot, called
the “Nano-Claw”, which can recognize the expression levels of
multiple cell membrane markers and autonomously induce
therapeutic operations.
Structurally, this logic robot consists of an oligonucleotide

backbone as the scaffold,23,24 several structure-switchable
aptamers as “capture toes”, and a logic-gated DNA duplex as
the “effector toe” (Figure 1). The “capture toes” have two
functions: first targeting each cell-surface marker and then
generating the respective barcode oligonucleotide for activation
of the “effector toe”. Finally, the “effector toe” analyzes these
barcode oligonucleotides and autonomously makes decisions in
generating a diagnostic signal (such as fluorescence) and
therapeutic effect.
The functions of the “capture toes” were achieved on the basis

of structure-switchable aptamers.25,26 In the absence of target,
the aptamer binds to a piece of complementary DNA (cDNA) to
form a duplex structure. However, when a target is introduced,
the structures are induced to switch from aptamer/cDNA duplex
to aptamer/target complex and release the cDNA as an
output.10,25 Three aptamers, Sgc8c, Sgc4f, and TC01, were
chosen to respectively target three overexpressed markers
(PTK7 for Sgc8c; Sgc4f and TC01 targets not yet identified)
on the surface of cancer cells, such as human acute lymphoblastic
leukemia cells (CCRF-CEM). Several 11−19 nt-long candidate
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strands were tested for each aptamer, and three 15 nt-long cDNA
strands were chosen: cS15 for Sgc8c aptamer, cF15 for Sgc4f
aptamer, and cT15 for TC01 aptamer. These cDNA strands
strongly bound with their respective aptamer in the absence of
target (Figure S1). Furthermore, they did not prohibit the
binding of the aptamers to their corresponding cellular targets (a
strong Cy5.5 fluorescence signal in flow cytometry experiment)
and could be freed after cellular binding (a weak FAM
fluorescence signal) (Figure 1c).
Based on these aptamer/cDNA conjugates, two simple logic

gate operations were first tested to prove the computational
functions. The first is an AND logic gate [input (1, 1), output 1]
(Figure 2a). Using Sgc8c and Sgc4f aptamers as an example, a
FAM dye-labeled cS15 strand is first displaced from the Sgc8c/
cS15-FAM conjugate by an input target (PTK7 on the cell
surface). This cS15-FAM then serves as an input for a
downstream gate to form the Sgc4f-S15/cS15-FAM conjugate,
where the S15-tagged Sgc4f strand has been rationally designed to
bring the cS15-FAM reporter back to the cell membrane and
provide a signal. As shown in Figure 2d, ON signaling (output 1)
is possible only if both sets of aptamer-targeting markers are
present on the cell surface (e.g., CCRF-CEM cells); conversely,
OFF signaling (output 0) is observed in the absence of either one
of the markers (e.g., Ramos cells or HeLa cells) or both receptors
(e.g., K562 cells).
Since membrane markers are found in different concentrations

on different cell surfaces, the ideal logic device should also have
the capacity to recognize and report based on different
expression levels. For this purpose, in the above-mentioned

AND logic gate, the cDNA strand could be synthesized with
different sequence lengths to fine-tune aptamer-cell interactions
(Figure S2). Specifically, a longer cS strand (e.g., cS19 compared
with cS15 or cS11) requires a larger number of PTK7 receptors on
the cell surface to activate the gate’s signal. Such a thresholding
property allows targeting of different surface receptor patterns,
which are otherwise difficult to sense, because of the various
expression levels of membrane markers. As an example, the
Sgc8c+++/Sgc4f+ HeLa cell and Sgc8c++/Sgc4f++ CEM cell could
be either dually targeted or distinguished through rational design
of the cS sequence (Figures 2b and S2).
The second logic gate is an INH gate, the gate switch is ON

(output, 1) only in the absence of input A and the presence of
input B, or “B AND-NOT A”. The underexpressed target (input
A) functions as a safeguard against treating normal cells, which
may also exhibit cancer markers at some level [input (1, 1)]. To
engineer the INH gate, we simply modified the above-mentioned
AND gate by adding a NOT gate that implements logical
negation. Instead of the direct fluorophore labeling on the cS15
probe, here nonlabeled cS15 functions as an inhibitor to block the
binding event between an additional cS15-FAM and Sgc4f-S15
(NOT gate, Figure S3). Hence, the presence of input Sgc8c-
binding marker (PTK7) has the power to disable the entire

Figure 1. Symbols and construction schemes are shown for (a) two-
input trivalent “Y”-shaped Nano-Claw and (b) three-input tetravalent
“X”-shaped Nano-Claw. (c) Flow cytometry experiment to determine
the best cDNA sequences with a high Cy5.5 fluorescence signal (from
biotin-labeled TC01, Sgc4f or Sgc8c aptamer) and low FITC
fluorescence signal (labeled on the candidate strands).

Figure 2. (a) Experimental scheme of aptamer-switch AND gate. (b)
Adjusting the gating properties by changing the DNA sequence design,
CEM and HeLa cells can be either dually targeted or distinguished. (c)
Cell viability test for the AND and INH gates after visible irradiation for
3 h and subsequent growth for 48 h (*: p-value <0.05; **: p-value
<0.001; by comparison with each irradiated cell type only, n = 3). (d,e)
Flow cytometric analysis and confocal microscope images (TAMRA
dye) of the fluorescence signal with/without the gate probes for the
AND and INH gate. The fluorescence values and their error bars (mean
± SD) were calculated from three experiments.
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system, so that only the Ramos cells could be targeted [input (0,
1)] (Figures 2e and S4).
To prove that the targeted therapeutic effect can be triggered

by these structure-switchable aptamer conjugates, a porphyrin-
based photosensitizer, chlorine e6 (Ce6), was employed to
induce photodynamic therapy (PDT).27,28 Because of the limited
therapeutic window (the traveling distance of reactive oxygen
species), specific localization of the photosensitizer at the
diseased site is required for efficient PDT. To test this triggering
response, we incorporated Ce6 into the reporter probes (Figure
S5), and cell viability was determined by propidium iodide (PI)
staining after incubation with the aptamer-based logic gate
complex and Ce6-receptor probe. As shown in Figure 2c, in both
AND and INH-gated systems, efficient specific photoinduced
therapy was achieved for target cancer cells.
Using the “AANDB” gate as an example, one potential limit of

the current system stems from the condition of neighboring cells
expressing receptor A or B, thus leading to a fake joint positive
signal to confound the results. Based on our preliminary cell
mixture experimental results, however, this effect is prevented in
part by the high local concentration of released strands near the
cell where the targeting aptamer binds (Figure S6). As an effort
to further avoid such fake positives, we designed and constructed
a physically conjugated DNA assembly, called the “Nano-Claw”,
which combines the above-mentioned blueprint design of
structure-switchable aptamers (“capture toes”) with the
toehold-mediated strand displacement reaction (“effector toe”).
As illustrated in Figure 1a, a “Y”-shaped ANDNano-Claw was

constructed from the self-assembly of an Sgc8c/cS′ duplex, a
TC01/cT′ duplex (both as capture toes) and a R/S′/T′ complex
(effector toe). The cS′ and cT′ strands were optimized from the
above-mentioned cS15 and cT15 strands by an eight-base
elongation to accommodate strand displacement reactions. In
an individual DNA strand displacement reaction, a new
oligonucleotide strand (e.g., R from R/S′) is revealed in response
to the presence of some initiator strand (e.g., cS′), which
recognizes a single-stranded domain, called the toehold. A
cascade effect can be realized when many these reactions are
linked, such that the newly revealed output strand of one reaction
can initiate another strand displacement elsewhere.29−32 In this
Nano-Claw structure, the cS′ and cT′ strands in the original
aptamer/cDNA duplexes could be displaced by capturing their
respective cell-surface receptors. Then, these displaced strands
subsequently interact with the S′ and T′ strands in the effector
toe, resulting in the cascade removal of both S′ and T′ gate
strands. Finally, this results in a positive therapeutic effect.
After purification by gel electrophoresis (Figure S7). The

AND-gated logical targeting function was proved by incubating
the claw with additional input cS′ and cT′ strands (Figures 3a
and S8). The gated fluorescence was activated only when both
the cS′ and cT′ strands were present, proving an AND gate
operation. As expected, the specific targeting properties of both
Sgc8c and TC01 aptamers were still retained after the
conjugation within the claw structure (Figure S9). More
importantly, the introduction of cS′ and cT′ strands did not
obviously influence the capture property of aptamers, and these
cDNA strands could be successfully displaced on the targeted cell
surface (Figure 3b).
Based on the measured cell surface fluorescence recovery

efficiency (using the fluorescence from quencher-free Nano-
Claw as the maximum signal), target CCRF-CEM cells
(expressing both receptors) could be clearly distinguished from
control Ramos cells (expressing only one of the two receptors)

(Figure 3d). In several parallel control tests, it was also confirmed
that the existence and targeted release of both types of cDNA
strands were necessary for the success of the Nano-Claw
operation (Figure S10). Simply by modifying the R strand with a
Ce6 photosensitizer instead of the fluorophore, a targeted
therapeutic effect could be triggered by the logic cell surface
profiling of this Nano-Claw device (Figure 3c).
To further demonstrate the programmable power of our

sensor, another “Sgc8c ANDTC01 AND Sgc4f”Nano-Claw was
designed to, in a single step, target cells co-expressing three
different receptors (Figure 1b). Based on an “X”-shaped
oligonucleotide molecular assembly, the cascaded displacement
of three gate strands from the R/S*/F*/T* complex was realized
through the targeted receptor-binding of all three “capture toes”
(Figure 3d). It is noteworthy that the linker length for the
“capture toes” plays a significant role in the operation of this
AND-AND logic device, possibly due to the steric effects among
different surface markers when Nano-Claw and corresponding
targets migrate toward each other on the cell surface.
An interesting study by Douglas et al. proved the basic concept

of logic cell-targeting through a two-input AND-gated DNA
origami barrel.9 In contrast, we are aiming here to develop a
much simpler device which can successfully perform more
complex logic operations on targeted cancer cell surfaces. During
the preparation of the manuscript, Rudchenko et al. reported
another interesting DNA-based cascade system, which can

Figure 3. (a) Fluorescence measurements in buffer solution and (b)
flow cytometric signals prove the gating and displacement properties for
the Nano-Claw, where the red-colored S′ or T′ indicates the dye-labeled
strand. (c) Cell viability test for the “Y”-shaped claw, where “Q” stands
for BHQ-3 quencher that prevented the Ce6-induced PDT reaction.
(d,e) Signal reporting of the Nano-Claw on the CEM and Ramos cell
membrane, “cX(d)” represents the fully complementary control X/cX
duplex that was labeled on one capture toe and could not release the cX
strand.
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stepwise distinguish cells by individually examining two or three
different expressions of clusters of differentiation (CDs).33 In this
study, we have designed another blueprint to accomplish a
similar goal but by uniquely taking advantage of the nucleic acid
nature of the aptamer molecules. Compared to the always-ON
probes proposed by Rudchenko et al, the spontaneous activating
ability of our structure-switchable aptamers provides a real
“autonomous” operation, i.e., without the need to remove
unbound strands before the addition of activators and reporters.
Thus, the entire process of input-binding/logic-analysis/output-
generation can be realized within a single operation. Moreover,
the conjugated claw structure guarantees the distributions and
ratios among different receptor-targeting ligands on each
individual cell surface, and the assembled DNA nanostructures
have also been reported to increase the biostability of these
nucleic acid tags.34,35

In summary, we have designed and engineered a simple, but
powerful device capable of autonomously analyzing multiple cell
molecular signature inputs and realizing targeted therapeutic
effects. The programmable nature of nucleic acids makes it
possible to further scale up and amplify the power of this Nano-
Claw design, e.g., by covalently linking the aptamer probe with
the displaceable strand (e.g., through polyethylene glycol linkers)
or replacing the Ce6 with other reporting systems, drugs, or
nanoparticles. Meanwhile, some artificial nucleotides may be
introduced to further enhance the biostability of the device in
complex biological systems, such as serum. We anticipate these
structure-switchable-aptamer-based devices can be employed to
construct smart molecular robots for applications in basic
research, biomedical engineering, and personalized medicine.
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